Exploring Consumer Behavior in Virtual Reality Tourism Using an Extended Stimulus-
Organism-Response Model

Abstract

Although virtual reality (VR) is an emerging technology in tourism, little research has conducted on what factors make consumers visit locations presented by VR. To address this gap in the literature, this study developed a theoretical framework including authentic experience, cognitive and affective responses, attachment, and visit intention with VR tourism using a stimulus-organism-response (SOR) theory. The results revealed significant impacts of authentic experience on cognitive and affective responses, indicating that authentic experience is an important factor in VR tourism. The study identified cognitive and affective responses as significant mediators in predicting attachment and visit intention. The results demonstrated that the intention to visit places shown in VR tourism was influenced by attachment to VR. Cognitive response was a stronger influence than affective response on the intention to visit a destination in VR. This study sheds light on why potential tourists visit destinations shown in VR.
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**Introduction**

Virtual reality (VR) tourism, using the three-dimensional (3D) world of an innovative technology, is formed via a combination of visual, kinetic, and audio elements so that users can actually experience a real object from a tourist perspective (Williams and Hobson 1995). VR functions play a key role in tourist experience and behavior, such as interplanetary voyages, trips to fantasy worlds, sporting events, and large theme parks (Dewailly 1999). Through the use of VR tourism, people can travel anywhere using VR applications and wearing VR devices (Stanley 2017; Tussyadiah et al. 2018). Since the first research was conducted on VR tourism in 1995, researchers have been interested in the advantages that VR offers marketing techniques (Dewailly 1999; Hobson and Williams 1995; Williams and Hobson 1995). Some studies on VR tourism have paid attention to consumer behavior, such as enjoyment of VR content and the choice of a destination portrayed in VR (Guttentag 2010; Lee and Oh 2007). In recent years, tourism scholars have examined the acceptance of VR technology (Huang et al. 2013, 2016) as well as attitude changes through VR tourism (Tussyadiah et al. 2018). Although VR technology has demonstrated its capability and potential as a useful marketing tool, more theoretical studies on VR consumer behavior are necessary to identify which factors encourage potential tourists to visit destinations shown in VR.

A stimulus-organism-response (SOR) theory may be a useful framework to explore the factors associated with VR. The SOR theory has been widely used to examine the links among inputs (stimulus), processes (organism), and outputs (response). In various disciplines, research using the SOR theory has been conducted on servicescapes (Bitner 1992), arousal and pleasure (Mehrabian and Russell 1974), and aesthetics (Wohlwill 1976). Some tourism studies have been conducted on visitor behavior using the SOR model (e.g., Jang and Namkung 2009; Jani and Han 2015; Kim and Moon 2009). The SOR framework has been
found to be suitable to elucidate tourists’ behaviors in the context of theme parks (Chang, Shu, and King 2014) and motion pictures (Rajaguru 2014). Furthermore, past research has utilized the extended SOR model to predict consumer behavior by incorporating additional variables such as cognition and perceived service quality (Jacoby 2002; Kim and Moon 2009). More importantly, the SOR theory has broadly predicted user behavior when using information and communication technologies. Specifically, the SOR theory in relation to innovative technologies has been applied to impulsive buying behavior in a mobile auction (Chen and Yao 2018), customer engagement with online brand community characteristics (Islam and Rahman 2017), co-creation in social media communities (Kamboj, Sarmah, Gupta, and Dwivedi 2018), online shipping behavior (Peng and Kim 2014), and customer loyalty in online social commerce (Wu and Li 2018). In the context of VR tourism, this study investigates potential tourists’ behavior based on an extended SOR model that comprises a stimulus (authentic experience), process (cognitive and affective response), and output (attachment to VR and visit intention).

The quality of authenticity is critical to enhance tourists’ VR experiences (Guttentag 2010) because some tourism experiences involving VR tourism activities may not be perceived as authentic due to the poor quality of the technology used. Moreover, tourists perceive physical and sensory participation as an important component of experiencing an appropriate level of authenticity in virtual tourism (Mura, Tavakoli, and Sharif 2017). In addition, the high degree of perceived authenticity of VR tourism shifts the focus from how to travel to how to meet, surpassing the physical boundaries of corporeal travel (Yung and Khoo-Lattimore 2017). Authenticity is an essential antecedent to explain souvenir-purchasing intention (Lin and Wang 2012) and the experience of local culture, customs, and atmosphere (Nguyen and Cheung 2016). Moreover, authentic experience plays a significant role in
predicting slow tourists’ behavioral intention (Meng and Choi 2016a, 2016b) and post-visit online reviews (Mkono 2013).

Attachment, which is a fundamental human need (Maslow 1943), has a significant effect on consumers’ behavior (Orth, Limon, and Rose 2010) and tourists’ choice of destination (Ramkissoon 2015). In digital tourism environments, attachment to online/mobile sites, mobile devices, and social media plays a key role in anticipating consumer behavior on online/mobile sites (Kim et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2016a), mobile device usage (Kim et al. 2016c), and social media (Kim, Lee, and Bonn 2016; Kim, Lee, and Bonn 2017; Kim, Lee, and Preis 2016). Authentic experiences from VR tours (e.g., Dueholm and Smed 2014; Guttentag 2010; Mura, Tavakoli, and Sharif 2017; Yung and Khoo-Lattimore 2017) and attachment to VR games (e.g., Oleksy and Wnuk 2017; Wolfendale 2007) play important roles in illuminating consumers’ behavior in digital tourism environments, but these roles have not yet been verified in VR tourism based on the SOR theory.

To bridge this gap in the literature, this study examines authentic experience as a stimulus, cognitive and affective response as an organism, attachment to VR tourism experiences as a response, and behavioral intention as a response among potential tourists using the extended SOR framework. The purpose of this research is to investigate which factors encourage potential tourists to visit destinations shown in VR from the perspectives of authentic experience and attachment. Specifically, this study has a three-fold purpose: (1) to validate the influence of authentic experience on cognitive and affective responses to tourism-related VR experiences among VR tourists using the SOR theory; (2) to examine the impacts of cognitive response on affective response as well as cognitive and affective responses to VR tourism experiences on attachment to VR and visit intention to the destination presented in VR; and (3) to investigate the influence of attachment to VR in predicting potential tourists’ behavioral intention depicted in VR. In this study, the term tourism-related VR activities refers to the use
of VR devices to play, enjoy, experience, travel, and explore information by looking at pictures, gaming, watching 3D 360-degree videos, watching drone videos, looking at holographic images, and other tourism-related activities. The categories of tourism-related activities include the following: leisure activities and movies, amusements and games, overseas or domestic travel, space and underwater tours, exhibitions and entertainments, festivals and events, sports and expos, resorts and cruises, and recreation and theme parks.

The findings of this study may shed light on the roles of authentic experience and attachment in predicting potential tourist behavior in VR tourism using the extended SOR model. Additionally, this study explains that VR tourism can provide consumers with the opportunity to experience the destinations or attractions presented in VR. More importantly, this study contributes to articulating the distinctiveness of VR tourism as a virtual representation of an actual attraction, destination, or visitor experience that is designed as a prelude to visitation or that extends consumers’ previous experiences. With regard to the distinctiveness of VR tourism in relation to other disciplines, this research contributes by showing that consumers increasingly participate in VR tourism activities as a new technology for hedonic stimuli (e.g., enjoyment, emotional involvement, flow state). In addition, this study provides managerial implications for VR tourism stakeholders. Moreover, the results of this research offer marketing strategies to the tourism industry by considering consumer behavior in VR tourism experiences. Specifically, developers of VR tourism content could focus on generating authentic experiences that lead to cognitive and affective responses, resulting in VR users’ attachment and visit intention to tourism destinations.

**Literature Review**

*Theoretical Background*
Virtual reality (VR) tourism. VR can be defined in the tourism context as an interactive digital-generated medium that enables partakers to create simulated experiences of unreal environments using a head-mounted display (HMD) of a VR device (Hobson and Williams 1995). As technology develops, VR tourism provides more complete pictures of hotels and destinations and reduces customers’ perceived anxiety or risk by familiarizing consumers with unfamiliar destinations (Lee and Oh 2007). VR has been used in six principal tourism-related areas: planning and management, heritage preservation, marketing, accessibility, education, and entertainment (Guttentag 2010). Additionally, as a commercial tool, VR has been applied in the tourism industry to communicate with visitors by providing information about destinations (Huang et al. 2013) and online shopping retailers (e.g., Alibaba, Ebay, IKEA, LEGO) (Poremba 2017; Rick 2017).

In recent years, the 3D virtual world has provided opportunities for destination marketing organizers to connect with potential visitors by providing a rich experience that enables prospective tourists to search tourism destinations (Huang et al. 2016). VR tourism offers potential travelers the opportunity to experience spaces, adventures, attractions, and special events from the comfort of their homes before making the decision to visit (Stanley 2017). The effective use of VR tourism in cultural heritage destinations provides co-creative value in tourists’ pre-, onsite, and post-visit experiences (Jung and tom Dieck 2017). In the tourism context (e.g., national parks, museums, domestic and international tourist destinations), VR has enjoyed a significant upswing of interest from researchers and businesses (Jung et al. 2016; Jung et al. 2017; Tussyadiah et al. 2018). Although VR has had an important impact on tourism-related domains, few studies have examined the factors that encourage VR tourists to visit the destinations presented in VR tourism. Thus, this research uses the SOR theory to address the gap in the literature by examining the effect of authentic experience on cognitive and affective responses, which also influence attachment to VR tourism experiences and visit
intention to the destinations shown in VR tourism activities by potential consumers who experience VR tourism.

*Stimulus-organism-response (SOR) theory.* According to the SOR theory (see Figure 1), individuals react to environments in one of two general ways: approach behaviors include all positive actions, such as the desire to explore, stay, affiliate, or work, whereas averting behaviors include the opposite, such as the desire not to positively act (Mehrabian and Russell 1974). The SOR theory accentuates the emotion-eliciting or emotional qualities of surroundings that are regarded as aesthetic incitements (Wohlwill 1976). Whereas Mehrabian and Russell (1974) focused only on emotional responses, Bitner (1992) incorporates cognition and physiology within the SOR theory, expanding its application to servicescapes. More recently, an integrative SOR framework was presented with cognitive and affective systems that incorporate all previous engaged experiences that involve long-term memory (Jacoby 2002). Kim and Lennon (2013) extend Mehrabian and Russell’s SOR theory to include internal (website quality) and external (reputation) sources of information as stimuli that affect purchase intention (response) through consumers’ (organisms’) cognition and emotion.

*Insert Figure 1 here*

In the tourism-related field, to address the need for a comprehensive assessment of restaurant quality, Jang and Namkung (2009) extend Mehrabian and Russell's SOR model by including restaurant-specific stimuli and measures of emotion. With regard to the SOR model, Kim and Moon (2009) suggest that servicescapes lead to customers’ positive-negative behaviors of experience via cognitive and affective processes in a theme restaurant. Using the SOR model, Chang, Shu, and King (2014) find that the more authentic theme park guests
think physical environments are, the greater their degree of perceived value of purchasing (hedonic and utilitarian values) and the greater their behavioral intention to revisit the park. Among motion picture audiences, the SOR model predicts visual as well as vocal impacts on tourism motivation as incitements and the relationship between intent to travel and actual visits as responses (Rajaguru 2014). In the tourism-related context, the SOR model is highly efficacious in explaining the relationships among stimuli (i.e., hotel ambience), process (i.e., emotions), and response (i.e., hotel loyalty) (Jani and Han 2015). In association with the literature, the current study develops and tests an extended SOR model to predict potential tourists’ behavior in VR tourism.

Authentic experience. Authenticity is defined as a new consumer sensibility that involves perceptions of the extent to which novel, real, original, exceptional, and unique experiences, services, or products are genuine (Gilmore and Pine 2007). Specifically, authenticity refers to something that is genuine and novel rather than counterfeit in the context of physical objects (Cohen 1988). Authenticity as a post-modern style is related to “the concept of existential authenticity, which is defined as an existential state of being that is to be activated by tourism” (Wang 1999, 359). In the digital era, individuals want to be actors more than passive consumers, suggesting that customers obtain more memorable experiences when their senses are more actively engaged (Pine and Gilmore 1999). Authentic experience is the key factor in favorable conditions for competition in service industries (Gilmore and Pine 2007). Consumers buy experiences, services, or products according to their recognition of authenticity. Consumers also seek escape experiences that allow them to be fully immersed rather than simply educated and entertained (Pine and Gilmore 2015).

The concept of authenticity was introduced to sociological studies of tourist motivations and experiences several decades ago (Wang 1999). Since then, authenticity has been an active
topic of study among tourism researchers (e.g., Meng and Choi 2016a, 2016b; Novello and Fernandez 2016). The tourism-related context includes substantial literature on authenticity. For example, perceived authenticity is a vital cause of perceived value, which in turn leads to souvenir-purchasing intention at destinations (Lin and Wang 2012). At heritage destinations, several aspects of authenticity have been identified, including appearance/physical settings, tourist facilities/commodification, local culture and customs, and atmosphere (Nguyen and Cheung 2016). Authenticity-related variables (knowledge, perception of authenticity, and information search behavior) have important associations with slow tourists’ intention in tourists’ decision-making processes (Meng and Choi 2016b). Meng and Choi (2016a) extended the theory of planned behavior by incorporating authentic awareness to elucidate the development of behavioral intention in slow tourists. Based on post-visit online reviews, Mkono (2013) highlights the importance of tourists’ authentic experience with cultural objects as well as active participation.

In the virtual context of computer game users, a more authentic environment results in a higher degree of immersion and entertainment value (Pietschmann, Valtin, and Ohler 2012). In 3D virtual learning settings, more authentic contexts lead to better immersive experience (Lan and Liao 2018). Moreover, visitors’ awareness of the authenticity of VR tourism is one factor in their approval of VR tourism as a substitute for genuine experience (Guttentag 2010). Dueholm and Smed (2014) assert that heritage sites can be strengthened as tourist attractions by paying attention to an appropriate degree of perceived authenticity through the implementation of new technologies (e.g., VR, augmented reality). Mura, Tavakoli, and Sharif (2017) find that VR tourism environments are not perceived as completely unrealistic, and participants perceive physical and sensorial involvements as an important component of experiencing authenticity in virtual tourism. Yung and Khoo-Lattimore (2017) suggest that a high level of perceived authenticity of VR content provides valuable insights into the
trajectory of virtual tourism. Further, studies in virtual environments have documented the influence of immersion on authentic experience in terms of improving learners’ engagement (Loup et al. 2016), in the comparison of a headband, 3D glasses, and a head-mounted display (Kronqvist, Jokinen, and Rousi 2016), and in tourism technology engagement (Schaffer 2017). Despite the significant role of authentic experience in VR tourism, no empirical research has been conducted on the impact of authentic experience on VR tourists’ behavior. To address this gap, the present research investigates the influence of authentic experience as a stimulus in VR tourism on potential consumers’ behavior by applying an extended SOR model.

Attachment. Attachment has been defined as “the tendency of human beings to make solid affectional bonds to particular people and objects” (Bowlby 1977, 201). Attachment in tourism refers to the affective and positive ties developed from individual connections with a destination (Ramkissoon 2015). In the context of virtual worlds, avatar attachment in gaming is expressive of identity and self-conception and thus can have moral significance similar to real-life attachments (Wolfendale 2007). In location-based augmented reality games (e.g., Pokémon Go), the satisfaction of playing and the social relations made during play can predict place attachment. Furthermore, the relations among game satisfaction, social relations, and place attachment are mediated by the appraisal of a place as exciting (Oleksy and Wnuk 2017).

With regard to on-site smartphone use, highly innovative travelers are open to recommendations when making on-site decisions, making them an effective target for context-based marketing (Tussyadiah 2016) and resulting in their attachment to mobile devices. With regard to attachment to mobile devices, Lalicic and Weismayer (2018) find that affective feelings derived from mobile phone usage are enhanced by effective travel-related applications, which encourage modern tourists while travelling, whereas the socialness of mobile phones significantly affects passionate behavior and affective outcomes. In online
tourism shopping environments, attachment to online shopping sites plays a key role in increasing altruism and faithfulness to sites (Kim et al. 2015). In the context of the elaboration likelihood model, attachment to mobile tourism shopping companies influences the continued use of these companies (Kim et al. 2016a). For individuals who use mobile devices for tourism purposes, attachment to mobile devices increases the intention to use the devices (Kim et al. 2016c). Although attachment plays an important role in explaining consumers’ behavior in digital tourism environments, it remains unclear what makes potential tourists attached to VR tourism content. In this respect, this study examines attachment to VR tourism as a critical factor among potential tourists in the SOR framework.

Hypothesis Development

Relationship between authentic experience and cognitive response. From a decision-making perspective, perceptions of authenticity influence desire in forming slow tourists’ intention and travelers’ behavioral intention to visit slow tourism destinations (Meng and Choi 2016a, 2016b). In cultural and religious events, perceived existential authenticity positively affects event satisfaction (Novello and Fernández 2016), implying that authentic experience influences affective response because satisfaction is closely related to affective aspects. Moreover, from a cultural tourism perspective, perceived authenticity positively influences place satisfaction (Ramkissoon 2015). In travel and tourism contexts, authenticity is conceptualized as natural, exceptional, genuine, true, unique, original experiences (Chung et al. 2018; Kim, Bonn, and Lee 2017). Thus, this study operationalizes authentic experience with tourism-related VR activities with regard to genuine, exceptional, and unique aspects.

With regard to servicescapes, Bitner (1992) expands the SOR model by including cognitive responses in Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) original SOR theory. Cognitive response can be defined as people’s beliefs about a place and their beliefs about the people
and products found in that place. Thus, positive (negative) cognitions can lead to positive (negative) beliefs and attributions associated with an organization, its people, and its products (Bitner 1992). Lin and Wang (2012) conceptualize perceived value by considering quality, emotional response, monetary price, behavioral price, and reputation as cognitive variables in the context of travel products. Chang, Shu, and King (2014) evaluate utilitarian value using practicality, matching needs, convenience, and waiting for services as cognitive responses in travel environments. Kim et al. (2016a) assess perceived usefulness and time savings on mobile travel sites, and Kim, Bonn, and Lee (2017) measure the benefits and advantages of mobile travel social media as cognitive constructs. Therefore, this study operationalizes the cognitive response to tourism-related VR experiences using the concepts of benefits, usefulness, and advantages.

In a theme park’s physical surroundings, novelty as a stimulus influences perceptions of utilitarian value as a cognitive response (Chang, Shu, and King 2014). It is assumed that authentic experience influences cognitive response because authenticity is directly associated with novelty in the context of tourism (Cohen 1988). Novelty as a stimulus influences cognitive response among festival attendees (Yoo, Lee, and Lee 2015). Additionally, the authenticity of ceramic souvenirs directly and positively affects cognitive response, such as purchasers’ perceived value of these souvenirs (Lin and Wang 2012), suggesting that authentic experience may influence cognitive response to tourism-related VR experiences.

Moreover, in the context of using technologies in tourism, consumers’ authentic experiences with technologies have a positive effect on their behavioral intention (Kim, Bonn, and Lee 2017), implying that authentic experience influences cognition. In VR tourism settings, if platforms present the authenticity needed for the impending arrival of virtual tourism, users’ perceived value of VR tours is increased (Yung and Khoo-Lattimore 2017). Thus, it is assumed that authentic experience is closely related to cognitive response. In association with
the literature above, the current research postulates the following hypothesis for VR tourism-related activities:

\[ H_1: \text{Authentic experience has a positive effect on cognitive response to VR tourism experiences.} \]

Relationship between authentic experience and affective response. Regarding the sub-constructs of affective response, Venkatesh (2000, 351) defines enjoyment as “the extent to which the activity of using [a] specific system is perceived to be enjoyment in its own right aside from any performance consequence resulting from system use.” Van Der Heijden (2004) argues that enjoyment specifies the extent to which consumers receive entertainment from searching hedonic information technology systems. On mobile social media sites, enjoyment plays a significant role in better understanding users’ behavior (Kim, Lee, and Bonn. 2017). Moreover, enjoyment has an important impact on online game players (Lowry et al. 2013) and plays a vital role in predicting VR consumers’ behavioral intention to visit a destination (Huang et al. 2016). The effect of enjoyment on affective attitude change confirms VR tourism as hedonic experience (Tussyadiah et al. 2018). In particular, in virtual worlds, enjoyment is conceptualized as enjoyable, exciting, pleasant, and interesting characteristics (Guo and Barnes 2011). Grounded in the studies above, this research operationalizes an enjoyment construct with enjoyable, pleasurable, funny, and happy aspects as a sub-construct for affective response in the VR tourism context.

Emotional involvement, one of the sub-constructs, is defined as “the degree to which an individual is emotionally engaged in a behavior” (Holsapple and Wu 2007, 87). A study investigating hedonic consumption behaviors in a 3D multi-user virtual environment suggest that emotional involvement is one of the key factors in understanding user experience with regard to the entertainment nature of virtual worlds (Saeed, Yang, and Sinnappan 2009). In
VR tourism, a greater perception of emotional involvement in experiencing a 3D tourism site is correlated with greater behavioral intention to visit the destination (Huang et al. 2013). The level of emotional involvement offered by a VR system is one factor that influences users’ feelings of reality (Baños et al. 2004). Moreover, full emotional involvement, as a positive affective response, increases the perception that a VR experience is authentic, which in turn leads to the behavioral intention to visit the destination depicted in VR tourism (Guttentag 2010). In the context of VR travel and tourism activities, emotional involvement is conceptualized by feeling immersion, impressions, and association with travel and tourism activities (Huang et al. 2013). In this respect, this study operationalizes emotional involvement using involvement, impression, and empathy as a sub-construct for affective response in the VR tourism domain.

Nah et al. (2010) define flow theory “as [the] main theoretical foundation to understand and empirically assess the impact of flow on brand equity and behavioral intention in 3D virtual worlds” (277). Flow state is defined as “the holistic sensation that people feel when they act with total involvement” (Csikszentmihalyi 1975, 36) and has been described as the optimal experience. Flow state in 3D virtual worlds considerably influences learners’ attitudes toward e-learning (Huang, Backman, and Backman 2010). Flow theory is a valuable tool to recognize individuals’ experiences when navigating the second life, and flow state influences involvement and potential VR tourists’ behavior (Huang, Backman, and Backman 2012). In VR tourism environments, flow state has significant effects on perceptions of easiness and the intention to travel as well as usability and behavioral intention to travel (Huang et al. 2013). In virtual travel communities, flow plays key roles in information quality, system quality, satisfaction, stickiness, and word-of-mouth (Gao, Bai, and Park 2017). In the context of digital tourism technologies, flow state is conceptualized as captivation, immersion, deep involvement, and a focus on the use of technologies (Kim, Lee, and Bonn 2017). Despite the
importance of users’ flow state in virtual tourism as a hedonic variable, research has not been conducted to understand VR tourists’ continued use. Therefore, this study operationalizes flow state using the aspects of captivation, immersion, and absorption. Furthermore, this research measures affective response as a second-order factor that consists of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state in VR tourism activities.

Virtual heritage is playful in its character, engaging in an authentic experience, which functions as a means for tourists to break free of the routines and constraints of everyday life (Dueholm and Smed 2014), which can lead to enjoyment. 3D-based digital cultural heritage suggests that a more pluralistic notion of authenticity is desirable for researching and understanding the changing conditions of both media art and archaeological cultural heritage (Muñoz Morecillo et al. 2017), which could result in visitors’ emotional involvement. Because perceptions of authenticity are activated by experiences that involve all of the senses, the visual dimension is important in the experience of authenticity (Mura, Tavakoli, and Sharif 2017) and may influence potential tourists’ flow state. In this sense, this study considers authentic experiences as the stimuli for affective responses to tourism-related VR experiences in relation to Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) SOR theory. Therefore, the current study postulates the following hypothesis for VR tourism by applying the SOR framework:

\[ H_2: \text{Authentic experience has a positive effect on affective response to VR tourism experiences.} \]

**Relationships between cognitive response, affective response, attachment, and visit intention.**

Because developers of VR content aim to attract potential tourists to visit the destinations presented in the VR and to maintain users’ attachment to VR content as regular patrons, this study regards attachment as a response and second outcome variable. In particular, as the theoretical justification for the outcome variable, the tourism literature suggests that
attachment is formed by tourists’ experiences (Gross and Brown 2008; Io and Wan 2018; Lalicic and Weismayer 2018; Oleksy and Wnuk 2017). For example, involvement in tourists’ experiences (centrality to lifestyle and food/wine) has been found to have a positive and significant effect on place attachment to South Australian tourist destinations (Gross and Brown 2008). Furthermore, activity-based tourism experiences have been found to influence place attachment to casino resorts (Io and Wan 2018). In addition, tourists’ experiences that are enhanced by the use of mobile devices while travelling contribute to tourists’ attachment to mobile devices (Lalicic and Weismayer 2018). In location-based augmented reality games, players’ satisfaction and social contact with other players lead to their attachment to the gaming place (Oleksy and Wnuk 2017). From the perspectives of VR and digital tourism technology, this study employs the first-order factor with multiple items to measure the attachment construct based on Kim et al. (2015, 2016b, 2016c), Oleksy and Wnuk (2017), and Tussyadiah (2016). Specifically, the four items of attachment to tourism-related VR experiences in this study include cognitive and affective characteristics, such as function, connection, emotional engagement, and psychological identity.

In the context of a comprehensive evaluation of restaurant quality, Jang and Namkung (2009) conceptualize behavioral intention as visit intention, including returning to a place, recommending the place to friends, and saying positive things about the place. In travel- and tourism-related VR activities, Huang et al. (2013) evaluate behavioral intention as obtaining more information, interest in visiting, revisit intention, and recommending VR activities. From the VR tourism perspective, visit intention is measured by targeting the behavioral intention to visit the destination in the future, which has been validated in previous studies on tourists’ intention to visit or revisit a destination in the future (Tussyadiah et al. 2018). Therefore, this study operationalizes visit intention with intention, planning, and willingness to visit the destination shown in VR tourism.
In the context of emotion and adoption, cognitive response has an effect on affective response (Lazarus 1991). The SOR framework suggests that customers’ cognitive response contributes to their emotional response to the restaurant servicescape (Kim and Moon 2009). The extended SOR framework argues that in website environments, the greater the perceived risk of shopping at the online retailer, the more negative consumers’ emotion is toward the online retailer (Kim and Lennon 2013). With regard to virtual communities, the cognitive aspects of functional usefulness and system quality lead to attitudes toward these communities (Gupta and Kim 2007), implying that cognitive response is associated with affective response. More importantly, among VR tourists, a sense of presence during VR experience has a positive effect on the enjoyment of the VR experience (Tussyadiah et al. 2018), and it is assumed that cognitive response influences affective response in the context of tourism-related VR activities.

Using an extended SOR model, this study adds attachment to VR tourism in addition to visit intention. From the perspective of digital tourism technologies, cognitive response is related to attachment and visit intention. Specifically, the value of tourism products on group-buying websites (e.g., cognitive response) significantly and positively influences buyers’ attachment to the websites (Kim et al. 2015). Additionally, timesaving on mobile sites (i.e., cognitive response) significantly and positively influences attachment to the websites for tourism shopping (Kim et al. 2016b). Among users of online social networking services, social capital as a cognitive response leads to attachments of common bonds and identity on online social networking sites for travel (Kim, Lee, and Bonn 2016; Kim, Lee, and Preis 2016), implying that cognitive response is closely associated with attachment. Moreover, because the integrated use of mobile phones enhances tourists’ experiences, the perceived socialness of the mobile phone (cognitive response) significantly affects attachment to the mobile phone while travelling (Lalicic and Weismayer 2018). In location-based augmented
reality games, satisfaction with playing and social relations predicts attachment to the place (Oleksy and Wnuk 2017), suggesting that cognitive response influences attachment.

Based on the understanding of servicescapes in the SOR theory, positive cognitions may produce more positive beliefs and attitudes associated with a company, its employees, and its services, resulting in behaviors (Bitner 1992). Furthermore, the perceived service quality of consumers as a cognitive response significantly affects consumers’ revisit intention in a theme restaurant (Kim and Moon 2009). Based on an extended SOR model, the lesser the perceived risk of buying at an Internet shop (i.e., cognitive response), the greater consumers’ buying intention is in relation to the Internet shop (Kim and Lennon 2013). According to the SOR model, visitors’ utilitarian values of cognitive responses influence revisit behaviors among theme park visitors (Chang, Shu, and King 2014). In VR tourism activities, potential tourists’ perceived usefulness (cognitive response) has a positive effect on their behavioral intention to visit a place in VR activity (Huang et al. 2013, 2016). For cultural heritage sites, value co-creation through the application of VR technology enhances visitors’ experience, creating positive word of mouth and revisit intention (Jung and tom Dieck 2017). A positive attitude toward the use of VR in the tourism context involves full immersion in the experience, which in turn influences the behavioral intention to visit the destination in the future (Jung et al. 2017). In accordance with the literature, this study suggests that cognitive responses to VR tourism experiences are positively related to affective response, attachment to VR tourism experiences, and intention to visit the destination portrayed in the VR tourism experience. Hence, the current research postulates the following three hypotheses:

\[ H_3: \text{Cognitive response has a positive effect on affective response to VR tourism experiences.} \]

\[ H_4: \text{Cognitive response has a positive effect on attachment to VR tourism experiences.} \]

\[ H_5: \text{Cognitive response has a positive effect on visit intention to the destination depicted in the VR tourism experience.} \]
Relationships between affective response, attachment, and visit intention. Affect, as the full gamut of relevant emotions, includes such diverse feelings as love, hate, fear, joy, boredom, anxiety, pride, anger, disgust, sadness, sympathy, lust, ecstasy, greed, guilt, elation, shame, and awe (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). Service establishments may orchestrate affective content through skills, engagement, emotions, and a dramatic sense of service providers (Arnould and Price 1993). A positive affective response of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state can be associated with attachment to tourism-related VR experiences and behavioral intention to visit the destination in VR tourism contexts. Accordingly, the construct of affective response to tourism-related VR experiences in this study includes enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state as a second-order factor as well as a reflective measure within the research model.

Because enjoyment represents a main cause of attachment in close associations (Bowlby 1951), it is anticipated that the more enjoyable an affective response is, the more closely it is associated with attachment. Because store-evoked pleasure and arousal are closely associated with brand attachment (Orth, Limon, and Rose 2010), it is assumed that affective response positively influences attachment. Enjoyment of mobile tourism sites significantly influences attachment to the sites (Kim et al. 2016b), implying that the greater the level of enjoyment as an affective response, the more closely it is related to attachment. Modern tourists’ affective feelings derived from mobile phone usage enhanced by effective travel-related applications encourage them to be attached to the mobile phone while travelling (Lalicic and Weismayer 2018). Among Pokémon Go players, excitement as an affective appraisal highly predicts active place attachment to the location-based augmented reality game (Oleksy and Wnuk 2017), implying that affective response influences attachment.
The SOR theory explains organisms’ affective responses (i.e., emotions), which lead to individuals’ behavior of avoiding or accessing specific surroundings (Bitner 1992; Mehrabian and Russel 1974). In a theme restaurant setting, customers’ sense of pleasure as an affective response is positively related to revisit intention (Kim and Moon 2009). Additionally, hotel guests’ emotional response significantly influences their loyalty to the hotel (Jani and Han 2015). In an extended SOR model, restaurant customers’ affective responses positively influence behavioral intention (Jang and Namkung 2009). The more positive shoppers’ affection is while purchasing at an online shop, the higher their purchase intention is toward that online shop (Kim and Lennon 2013). From a tourism-related perspective, emotions (pleasure, attractiveness, excitement, interest, fun, and satisfaction) influence behavioral intention (Chang, Shu, and King 2014). In VR tourism, emotional involvement, positive emotions, and flow state have positive impacts on the behavioral intention to travel (Huang et al. 2013). With regard to tourists’ use of VR applications, immersive and involved experiences appear to affect their intention to visit a destination in VR applications (Jung et al. 2017). With regard to the use of VR and augmented reality in the context of museums, entertainment experience has a significant influence on tourists’ intention to revisit museums (Jung et al. 2016). In accordance with the literature above, this research assumes that the affective response to tourism-related VR experiences is significantly related to attachment to VR tourism experiences and visit intention to the place depicted in the VR tourism experience. Thus, the following two hypotheses are suggested:

$H_6$: Affective response has a positive effect on attachment to VR tourism experiences.

$H_7$: Affective response has a positive effect on visit intention to the destination depicted in the VR tourism experience.
Relationship between attachment and visit intention. Attachment to a tourism destination is suggested as one of the key determinants of behavioral intention (Ramkissoon 2015). Scholars and tourism marketers have shown interest in building an integrated model of attachment to tourism destinations and studying its link to behavioral intention (e.g., Prayag and Ryan 2012; Ramkissoon, Graham Smith, and Weiler 2013; Veasna, Wu, and Huang 2013). In digital tourism contexts, attachment is one of the key predictors of behavioral intention. Attachment to a mobile tourism shopping site has a positive effect on continued usage of the site in the context of the dual route of persuasive communications (Kim et al. 2016a). With regard to smartphone users, site, group, and interpersonal attachment to mobile tourism websites positively influence reciprocal altruism among users of these sites (Kim et al. 2016b). Attachment to mobile devices positively influences behavioral intention of mobile device usage in relation to tourism among smartphone and tablet owners (Kim et al. 2016c). Passion toward the mobile phone while travelling has a strengthening effect on positive affective feelings (Lalicic and Weismayer 2018), implying that tourists’ attachment to digital technologies at destinations can lead to their visit intention to these destinations. In virtual worlds, when the level of place attachment (i.e., attachment to the virtual space) increases, individuals are more likely to revisit these places for similar experiences due to the interactional potential of similar places, which influences their intention to return (Goel et al. 2011). Virtual community attachment plays a more important role in explaining citizenship behaviors directed toward the virtual community than does satisfaction, which plays a significant role in explaining citizenship behaviors toward individuals (Chiu, Fang, and Wang 2015). In line with the literature review above, it is expected that attachment to VR tourism is a predictor of potential tourists’ intention to visit a destination shown in VR tourism. Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hs: Attachment to VR tourism has a positive effect on visit intention to the destination depicted in the VR tourism experience.

Based on the hypotheses above, this study postulates the proposed research model shown in Figure 2. The model explains the structural relationships among authentic experience, cognitive and affective responses, attachment to VR tourism, and visit intention among VR tourists by applying the extended SOR paradigm.

Methods

Measurements

To avoid measurement inaccuracies related to single items, previously validated multi-measurement items for the questionnaire were utilized (Churchill 1979) after they were adapted to this study’s context. The survey questionnaire in this study initially included 27 items and seven constructs: authentic experience, cognitive response, enjoyment, emotional involvement, flow state, attachment to VR, and visit intention in VR tourism settings.

Authentic experience in tourism-related VR activities was assessed with four items derived from previous studies by Chung et al. (2018), Gilmore and Pine (2007), Kim, Bonn, and Lee (2017), and Meng and Choi (2016a, 2016b) (e.g., “Using the tourism-related VR activity provided me with genuine experiences”). Cognitive response to tourism-related VR experiences was assessed with four items drawn from prior literature (Chang, Shu, and King 2014; Kim, Bonn, and Lee 2017; Kim et al. 2016a; Lin and Wang 2012) (e.g., “I gain knowledge from using the tourism-related VR activity”). Enjoyment of tourism-related VR experiences was assessed using four items derived from Guo and Barnes (2011), Huang et al.
(2013, 2016), Tussyadiah et al. (2018), and Venkatesh (2000) (e.g., “Using the tourism-related VR activity is enjoyable for me”). To assess emotional involvement in tourism-related VR experiences, four items were adapted from research conducted by Holsapple and Wu (2007), Huang et al. (2013), and Saeed, Yang, and Sinnappan (2009) (e.g., “I am completely involved in the tourism-related VR activity”). Four items were adapted from prior research (Csikszentmihalyi 1975; Huang, Backman, and Backman 2010, 2012; Huang et al. 2013; Kim, Lee, and Bonn 2017; Nah et al. 2010) to measure flow state in tourism-related VR experiences (e.g., “When I am using the tourism-related VR activity, I feel totally captivated”).

To measure potential tourists’ attachment to tourism-related VR experiences, four items were drawn from previous research (Kim et al. 2015, 2016b, 2016c; Oleksy and Wnuk 2017; Tussyadiah 2016) (e.g., “I am closely related to the content when using the tourism-related VR activity”). To assess visit intention to the destinations in VR tourism activities, three items were drawn from previous research by Huang et al. (2013), Jang and Namkung (2009), and Tussyadiah et al. (2018) (e.g., “I am planning to visit the place that I observed in the tourism-related VR activity”).

Because 7-point Likert scales offer high reliability and discriminant validity according to Cicchetti, Showalter, and Tyrer (1985) and Preston and Colman (2000), a total of 27 items were appraised on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree. In addition, five items associated with VR tourism (length of experience, time spent, primary motivation, visiting the destination, and frequency of accessing) were used based on the literature (Kim et al. 2016c). Six questions related to socio-demographics (i.e., age, gender, educational level, monthly household income, occupation, and marital status) were also included.

The measurement was originally designed in English and then translated into Korean by two professionals who are proficient in English and Korean. The Korean measurement was
then back-translated into English, and some discrepancies were remedied between English and Korean expressions (Brislin 1970). Three scholars who were experts in the study topic evaluated the content validity of the survey questions. In addition, three practitioners of VR technology were asked to evaluate whether the questionnaire appropriately assessed VR tourists’ behaviors. Based on these processes, of the items initially generated from the literature, one item on emotional involvement was deleted because of overlapping meaning (i.e., “I am completely engaged in the VR content for tourism-related activities”). Additionally, one item for visit intention was added to the questionnaire (e.g., “I intend to invest money and time to visit the place that I observed in the VR tourism”). As a pilot test, the questionnaire was administered to five graduate students who majored in tourism. Several items on authentic experience, attachment to VR, and visit intention were reworded according to their comments. A pretest was administered to 50 students who had engaged in VR tourism within the past year. This procedure resulted in further revision of some ambiguous items on affective response (i.e., enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state) to ensure clarity. The modified questionnaire was used for the final survey.

Data Collection

The ability of today’s online consumers to respond quickly and cost effectively to the Internet has enabled researchers to examine topics of interest through online surveys (Evans and Mathur 2005; Ilieva, Baron, and Healey 2002; Wright 2005). Because this study investigates specific consumer behavior in VR tourism, online surveys are considered particularly appropriate for use as data collection methods (Huang et al. 2013, 2016). The subjects in the current research were Koreans who were 19 years old or over and who had experience with VR tourism within the prior year. Drawing on data provided by the Korea Internet Security Agency (2017) regarding mobile Internet users, a quota sampling method was employed
According to the VR users’ age and gender.

Macromill Embrain (www.embrain.com), an online survey company with Asia's largest panel of 3 million panelists as of February 2018 (Embrain 2018), was hired to collect samples for the study. This online survey company was selected for its rigorous sampling procedures and systems developed by the company. It strictly adheres to consumer sample selection to ensure the quality of the data. Specifically, the survey company first used panel registration numbers to compare and verify personal information on the respondents. The respondents’ identities were verified using individuals’ legitimate names and panel-membership identifications. Second, surveys completed too quickly or repeatedly were identified and removed by the system. Third, responses from respondents who were not qualified by the screening question for participation in the research were removed. Fourth, to reduce response bias, the multiple-choice items were rotated so that each respondent had a different order of questions. Finally, respondents were asked to present the name of the VR tourism content that they had most recently experienced. For all following questions, the name of the VR content stated by the respondent was represented on each question of the questionnaire.

Data collection through the online survey was performed from October 30 to November 25, 2017. An invitation was designed for research participation with information about the purpose of the research and the security of personal information. Invitations were sent via email to 5,813 subjects based on a random sampling of 1,200,000 consumer databases of the survey company in Korea. Of 2,034 respondents who opened the email invitation, 1,756 respondents linked to the Internet invitation. In a screening question purposely designed for this survey, all subjects were asked to indicate whether they had experienced VR tourism in the previous year (i.e., “In the past 12 months, have you had any experience with tourism-related VR activities?”). Before the screening question on the first page of the questionnaire, we provided the definition and category of tourism-related VR activities. For example, in this
survey, the term “tourism-related VR activities” referred to the use of VR devices to play, enjoy, experience, travel, and explore information by looking at pictures, gaming, watching 3D 360-degree videos, watching drone videos, looking at holographic images, and other tourism-related activities. Additionally, in this survey, the categories of tourism-related activities were any of the following: leisure activities and movies, amusements and games, overseas or domestic travel, space and underwater tours, exhibitions and entertainments, festivals and events, sports and expos, resorts and cruises, and recreation and theme parks.

Only 753 panelists who responded “yes” to this question were eligible to complete the survey. Of these, 408 respondents completed the questionnaire as a valid sample. There were no outliers or omitted answers (Hair et al. 2010), so all 408 cases were utilized for the analysis, representing a 54.2% response rate based on the American Association for Public Opinion Research (2016, 58).

Data Analysis

The research employed partial least squares-structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) analysis to examine the proposed theoretical framework and hypotheses for the following reasons. First, unlike traditional covariance-based SEM analyses, PLS-SEM requires minimal criteria for measurement scales, sample size, and residual distributions to validate a model with bootstrap re-sampling method as a non-parametric approach (Chin, Marcolin, and Newsted 2003). Second, PLS-SEM can analyze both reflective and formative indicators with second-order factors simultaneously within a model (Chin 1998). Third, PLS-SEM has been suggested to be more appropriate for complicated models or multi-group analysis than traditional SEMs (Hair et al. 2012). Thus, in this study, SmartPLS 3.2.7 was used to analyze the measurement model as well as the structural model (Ringle, Wende, and Becker 2015).

Because respondents were asked to rate all survey questions at once, common method
variance was a potential issue. Thus, precautions were taken using several procedural remedies to address common method bias (Conway and Lance 2010; Podsakoff et al. 2003). First, the introduction section of the questionnaire included a description of the study’s purpose followed by a statement assuring the anonymity of all respondents. Second, to decrease respondent apprehension, the survey instructions noted that there were no right or wrong answers to the questions. Third, the definitions of important concepts (e.g., VR usage for tourism-related activities, tourism-related content) were clearly explained at the beginning of the survey to help ensure response validity. Fourth, the questionnaire consisted of three sections: the first section included information about VR activities, the second section included measurement items related to the research model, and the third section included personal questions about demographic characteristics. Fifth, the orders of scale items were randomly rotated for each respondent to reduce response bias.

Harman’s single-factor test as a post hoc statistical test was performed to confirm whether common method bias was present in the resultant data set (Harman 1967). We subjected all self-reported survey items to exploratory factor analysis (EFA). In this process, when a single factor appears or when one factor accounts for more than 50% of the variance of the variable, there is an issue of common method bias (Podsakoff et al. 2003). The EFA results revealed that six variables were delineated (eigenvalue >1), representing 77.3% of all factors, including the first factor (48.3%) and subsequent factors (9.5%, 5.7%, 5.0%, 4.8%, and 3.9%). Because the single-factor test has been found to have some limitations (Chin, Thatcher, and Wright 2012), a marker variable approach was also employed. For this procedure, a PLS algorithm was applied. A marker variable (negative emotional response to VR tourism experience) was used to assess the correlations of all theoretical constructs in the PLS-SEM framework. The corrections of the marker variable with the seven constructs of the research frame were authentic experience (-0.050), cognitive response (-0.102), enjoyment (-0.234), emotional
involvement (-0.108), flow state (-0.114), attachment to VR (-0.052), and visit intention (-0.123). The resultant average of the squared multiple corrections with the marker variable was 0.016 for the theoretical constructs, which is small and insignificant (Lindell and Whitney 2001). Accordingly, both the traditional single-factor test and the marker-variable method indicated that common method variance was not an issue in the study.

Second-order factor model

Second-order models are most commonly applied in the context of research where the measurement tool evaluates several related constructs measured from multiple items (Chin 1998). The second-order model represents the hypothesis that these seemingly distinct but related constructs can be accounted for by one or more common underlying higher-order constructs (Chen, Sousa, and West 2009). In comparison to first-order models with correlated factors, second-order factor models can provide a more parsimonious and interpretable model when researchers hypothesize that higher-order factors underlie their data (Chen, Sousa, and West 2009). There are two unique characteristics of the second-order model with reflective indicators: first, the second-order factor becomes the exogenous construct, whereas the first-order factors are endogenous; second, there are no indicators of the second-order factor (Narayan, Rajendran, and Sai 2008). This is accomplished through the specification of a second-order factor model that posits that the first-order factors estimated are actually sub-dimensions of a broader and more encompassing second-order factor (Hair et al. 2010), which, in this case, is affective response. Therefore, based on the literature review above, this study creates affective response as a second-order construct using the three sub-constructs of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state.

Results
Profile of the Sample

Half of the respondents in the sample were female (50.2%), and a quarter were in the 40 - 49 age bracket (26.2%). The majority of respondents attended university or had a university degree (68.2%) and were single (62.6%). More than a third of the participants were office workers (41.9%) and earned KRW (Korean won) 4.00 - 5.99 million in monthly household income (35.5%) (US$1 is equivalent to KRW1,065). Almost half of the participants had experienced VR tourism from 6 to 12 months earlier (48.2%) and spent 10 to 29 minutes per experience on VR tourism (57.6%). The respondents’ main motivation to use VR tourism was playing (53.0%), and half of the participants experienced VR tourism once a year or more (55.0%). Furthermore, 36.8% of the sample visited destinations in VR tourism.

Measurement Model

By employing component-based PLS-SEM, the convergent and discriminant validity of 27 indicators were examined (Bhattacherjee and Sanford 2006). Both convergent and discriminant validity were confirmed because every factor loading exceeded 0.5 and no items of any construct shared high levels of residual variance with other constructs, except one item on flow state (Table 1). Next, the measurement tool was evaluated to validate the reliability, convergent, and discriminant validity of the structure (Tables 1 and 2). Specifically, all constructs were deemed reliable because their Cronbach’s alphas (Campbell and Fiske 1959) and composite reliability levels were all higher than 0.70 (Hair et al. 2010). All constructs of convergent validity were deemed acceptable according to Fornell and Larcker (1981) because their average variance extracted (AVE) was higher than 0.50.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 here
Finally, discriminant validity is established on the basis of the heterotrait–monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT), a procedure superior to the commonly considered Fornell–Larker (1981) criterion and assessments of cross-loadings (Ahrholdt, Gudergan, and Ringle 2017; Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt 2015). The results show that all HTMT values of the latent variables were below the critical and conservative value of 0.85 (Table 2). The sub-constructs [enjoyment ($\lambda = 0.904$, t-value = 78.331, $p < 0.001$); emotional involvement ($\lambda = 0.862$, t-value = 53.062, $p < 0.001$); flow state ($\lambda = 0.808$ t-value = 30.480, $p < 0.001$)] significantly exceeded the minimum requirement of factor loadings (0.5). Based on do Valle and Assaker’s (2016) suggestion, the effect size of each endogenous variable was tested using the $f^2$ square and $q^2$ square. As shown in Table 2, all values for the effect size of $f^2$ fell between 4.431 and 0.198, which are greater than the medium effect size (e.g., large = 0.35, medium = 0.15, small = 0.02) (Cohen 1992). Additionally, all values for the effect size of $q^2$ fell between 0.645 and 0.189, which are greater than the medium effect size.

**Structural Model**

To test the research model, bootstrapping with 1,000 sub-samples was employed to analyze the relational assessments and the hypotheses by t-statistics using PLS-SEM because the data were not sufficient for the criterion of multivariate normality (Hair et al. 2012). Specifically, we tested skewness and kurtosis for all items of the seven constructs. Some items of the constructs (i.e., one each from enjoyment and flow state) revealed a non-normal distribution, so we conducted bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapping, which corrected the bias of our non-normal data (Efron 1987). To estimate the accuracy of the structural framework, the $R^2$'s of explained variance for cognitive response (27.5%), affective response (54.4%), enjoyment (81.7%), emotional involvement (74.4%), flow state (65.1%), attachment to VR (47.8%), and visit intention (43.5%) were calculated as predictive power (Hair et al. 2010).
As shown in Figure 3, all eight hypotheses were supported. Specifically, authentic experience was found to significantly influence cognitive response (H₁: \( \gamma = 0.524 \), t-value = 10.573, \( p < 0.001 \)), which was the strongest effect among VR tourists in the proposed research model. Additionally, authentic experience was found to positively influence affective response (H₂: \( \gamma = 0.521 \), t-value = 11.201, \( p < 0.001 \)), which was the second strongest effect from the SOR theory in the research model. Cognitive response significantly affected affective response (H₃ \( \beta = 0.316 \), t-value = 6.715, \( p < 0.001 \)), attachment to VR (H₄ \( \beta = 0.387 \), t-value = 7.928, \( p < 0.001 \)), and visit intention (H₅ \( \beta = 0.308 \), t-value = 5.173, \( p < 0.001 \)). Affective response significantly influenced attachment to VR (H₆ \( \beta = 0.389 \), t-value = 8.183, \( p < 0.001 \)) and visit intention (H₇ \( \beta = 0.159 \), t-value = 2.352, \( p < 0.05 \)). Visit intention was significantly affected by attachment to VR (H₈ \( \beta = 0.295 \), t-value = 5.427, \( p < 0.001 \)).

The multicollinearity of each independent variable was diagnosed using the variance inflation factor (VIF). Because all values for VIF fell between 1.634 and 5.021, multicollinearity was not an issue in this research (Hair et al. 2010; Hair et al. 2012).

Insert Figure 3 here

**Mediating Effects**

Additional analysis of the mediating roles of cognitive response, affective response, and attachment to VR was performed to investigate whether they functioned as mediators within the research framework. The PLS bootstrapping method using 1,000 sub-samples was applied to examine the relationships between authentic experience and attachment to VR, authentic experience and visit intention, cognitive response and visit intention, and affective response and visit intention. As shown in Table 3, authentic experience had significantly positive indirect effects on affective response to VR tourism experiences (\( \gamma = 0.166 \), t-value = 5.194, \( p < 0.001 \)).
attachment to VR (γ = 0.470, t-value = 13.303, p < 0.001), and visit intention (γ = 0.409, t-value = 10.201, p < 0.001). Additionally, cognitive response had a significant and positive indirect influence on attachment to VR (β = 0.123, t-value = 4.894, p < 0.001) and potential visitors’ intention to visit the destination in VR (β = 0.201, t-value = 6.333, p < 0.001). Furthermore, affective response had a significantly positive indirect influence on VR tourists’ intention to visit the destination (β = 0.115, t-value = 4.361, p < 0.001). Thus, cognitive response, affective response, and attachment to VR played significant mediating roles in the model.

Insert Table 3 here

Inclusion of Control Variables

To determine whether there were demographic influences on the research model, this study tested gender, age, marital status, education, and income as control variables using 1,000 bootstrap resamples of PLS-SEM. This analysis confirmed the additional variable bias and verified the research model. Specifically, the five demographic variables were controlled to provide a precise assessment of the relationship between affective response and visit intention. Figure 4 shows the hypotheses of the research model with the control variables. The control variables were included to test whether the research hypotheses were supported when the impact of the control variables was considered. The results indicate that when the analysis variables were included, the analytical data supported the seven hypotheses. These results support the argument that gender, age, education, marital status, and income control variables are not biased toward the current outcomes.

Insert Figure 4 here
Conclusion and Implications

Along with the rapid advancement of digital technology, VR is an emerging area in the fourth industrial revolution. In particular, VR provides an opportunity for tourists to experience a destination in advance, which is an effective marketing strategy for destination marketing organizations. More importantly, VR tourism offers potential tourists the opportunity to visit the destination presented in VR. However, studies on VR tourism have not examined the important factors and how to make potential tourists visit the locations presented in VR tourism activities. To bridge this gap, this research primarily identified which factors encourage potential tourists to visit the destinations presented in VR activities from the perspectives of authentic experience with tourism-related VR activities and attachment to VR tourism experiences. This study examined VR tourists’ stimulus, responses, and behavioral intention using the SOR theory. Accordingly, this research developed and tested a theoretical framework for the relationships among authentic experience (stimulus), cognitive and affective responses (organism), attachment to VR, and visit intention to the destination in the VR content using the SOR paradigm. In particular, to better capture the comprehensive meaning, this study operationalized affective response to tourism-related VR experiences as a second-order factor and reflective measure that consisted of enjoyment, involvement, and flow state.

The results revealed the highly significant impact of consumers’ authentic experience on their cognitive and affective responses to VR tourism experiences, indicating that authentic experience with tourism-related VR activities is one of the key factors in the commercialization of VR. Moreover, consumers’ cognitive response to tourism-related VR activities contributes to their affective response to VR tourism experiences. Additionally, this study identified potential visitors’ cognitive and affective responses to VR tourism experiences as significant mediators in predicting attachment to VR tourism experiences and
visit intention to the destination presented in VR. The results further demonstrated that consumers’ intention to visit the destination shown in the VR tourism content was influenced by their attachment to VR tourism experiences. In addition, the results suggest that affective responses to tourism-related VR experiences fundamentally consisted of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state. This study sheds light on why potential tourists want to visit the destinations shown in VR tourism activities and provides implications for academics and practitioners.

*Theoretical Implications*

Despite the growing importance of VR tourism in destinations, research on the factors that influence VR tourists’ behavior and potential tourists’ stimulus and response is scarce. This study provides academics with useful insights for theory formation and verification of the SOR paradigm. Specifically, the results of this study offer a number of theoretical contributions to academia and researchers. For example, the current research validated the utility of the extended SOR framework with the inclusion of authentic experience to tourism-related VR activities as a stimulus and attachment to VR as a response within the VR tourism setting. Moreover, this research theoretically validated that the extended SOR model can include affective response to VR tourism experiences as a second-order factor and a reflective measure consisting of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state among VR tourists.

The most theoretically important finding is that cognitive response to VR tourism experiences has a greater effect on potential tourists’ visit intention to attractions presented in VR tourism-related content than affective response or attachment to VR. That is, a potential tourist is more likely to intend to visit a place that was presented in VR tourism activities when the tourist thinks the VR is beneficial. More interestingly, affective response to VR tourism experiences has a greater impact on attachment to VR than intention to visit the place shown in VR tourism. This result implies that consumers are more likely to be attached to VR
tourism content than to visit the destination displayed in the VR tourism content when they
are enjoying, emotionally involved in and captivated by VR tourism activities.

Specifically, the finding of the highly significant effect of authentic experience on
cognitive response contributes to the literature, extending previous studies on the relation
between authenticity and cognition (e.g., Kim, Bonn, and Lee 2017; Yung and Khoo-
Lattimore 2017). Additionally, the strong relationship between authentic experience and
affective response in this study theoretically demonstrates that VR tourism content is closely
related to the emotional immersive experience and substantially extends the findings of
previous studies (e.g., Dueholm and Smed 2014; Muñoz Morcillo et al. 2017; Mura, Tavakoli,
and Sharif 2017). The result of the significant effect of cognitive response on affective
response elucidates the theoretical relation between cognition and affection, extending
previous studies of virtual communities (Gupta and Kim 2007) and VR tourism (Tussyadiah
et al. 2018). Furthermore, this research found an important association between cognitive
response and attachment to VR that provides a tremendous opportunity for theory building,
extending the findings of former research (e.g., Lalicic and Weismayer 2018; Oleksy and
Wnuk 2017). Cognitive response has a highly significant effect on visit intention and provides
a new starting point for VR research that will considerably broaden or extend previous studies
(e.g., Huang et al. 2013, 2016; Jung and tom Dieck 2017; Jung et al. 2017).

This research demonstrates that affective response largely influenced attachment to VR
tourism, providing implications for academia as well as broadening prior studies (e.g., Lalicic
and Weismayer 2018; Oleksy and Wnuk 2017). Additionally, it was found that affective
response had an effect on visit intention, providing insights for researchers and expanding
previous literature (e.g., Jung et al. 2016, 2017). Furthermore, the results showed that
potential tourists’ intention to visit the destinations shown in VR content was positively
influenced by their attachment to VR tourism, offering an innovative empirical testing of VR
and strengthening prior theory (e.g., Chiu, Fang, and Wang 2015; Goel et al. 2011; Lalicic and Weismayer 2018). Noticeably, visit intention to destinations shown in VR was substantially influenced by cognitive response, whereas attachment to VR was significantly influenced by affective response, providing insightful implications for academia. Thus, this research provides a better understanding of potential tourists based on a theoretical framework of stimulus, process, and behavior toward VR tourism destinations.

More importantly, given the growing importance of VR tourism experiences, studies on both cognitive response and affective response are limited. In this respect, this study provides academics with useful insights for theory formation and verification in terms of cognitive and affective characteristics. The results of this research offer several theoretical contributions to the literature with the following summary. First, the current research validated the utility of both the cognitive and affective frameworks in VR tourism activity settings. Second, this research theoretically validated that the cognitive response can be an important factor for potential tourists visiting the destination shown in VR content. Third, given the considerable impact of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state of the sub-constructs, this study provides theoretical insights on affective response as a key second-order factor for consumers using tourism-related VR activities to be attached to VR content.

**Practical Implications**

The findings suggest that VR tourism content producers should focus on creating authentic VR content because authentic experience with tourism-related VR activities was found to significantly impact the cognitive and affective responses of potential tourists. That is, VR content producers could design their content to have genuine and unique elements so that consumers obtain authentic experiences from VR tourism activities. Given that the relationship between authentic experience and affective response to VR activities is stronger
than the relationship between authentic experience and cognitive response, VR tourism developers may boost the emotional factors of enjoyment, emotional involvement, and flow state with animations. In other words, developers can highlight VR tourism-related programs to be pleasurable, fun, involving, impressive, and captivating by stressing gamification.

According to the findings of this research, tourism destination marketing practitioners should pay attention to cognitive response if they want potential tourists to have an affective response, be attached to VR, and have intention to visit attractions presented in VR tourism. For example, tourism businesses could promote their VR products as knowledgeable, useful, and beneficial activities through online/mobile social media and websites so that potential tourists can obtain affective responses, attachment to VR experiences, and the intention to visit the destination in VR tourism activities. In addition, the results of this study suggest that destination marketers should make efforts to create VR content that includes hedonic elements so that potential tourists can be attached to and have intention to visit the destination shown in VR. For instance, destination marketers can augment sensory components of their VR content with audio, video and haptics along with artificial intelligence so that potential tourists can be emotionally immersed in and fascinated by the dynamic VR destination.

The impact of attachment to VR was found to be significant for potential tourists’ intention to visit the place presented in VR. It is recommended that tourism marketers encourage users’ attachment to VR by providing content that is closely related and important to potential tourists. In other words, tourism stakeholders could help to increase customers’ attachment to tourism-related VR activities as an important part of their life by incorporating game characters. By doing so, practitioners can make potential tourists actually visit the destination presented in VR tourism. More importantly, VR tourists’ visit intention was influenced by cognitive response more than by affective response. Therefore, commercial sectors should concentrate on cognitive aspects by including educational knowledge, cultural
singularity, historical background, and practical information about VR destinations. This could be accomplished by tourism marketers’ promotion of the benefits of VR tourism activities that encourage people to visit destinations viewed in VR tourism.

In particular, a stronger influence of affective response via attachment to VR leads to greater visit intention than the direct influence of affective response on visit intention. Consequently, VR platforms and devices should be developed to provide pleasurable experiences of VR tourism activities to promote consumer attachment, which increases potential tourists’ visit intention. In other words, destination managers need to design applications with VR technologies to stimulate potential visitors' playfulness and passion. In addition, enjoyment from the sub-constructs is the most significant element for affective response in the second-order factor. Accordingly, VR tourism content should be created to offer amusement and happiness. This can be accomplished by developing exciting programs for VR tourism activities by including vivid 3D characters, applying popular animations, and presenting celebrities. Furthermore, destination marketers should utilize VR tourism content as tourism marketing and promotion tools for their future customers by combining three aspects of VR tourists’ characteristics, cognition, affection, and attachment. In other words, tourism destination organizations and policy makers could develop a comprehensive VR advertising strategy for destination marketing tools that incorporates beneficial, enjoyable, and affective activities for their destinations. Specifically, destination marketing strategies can be established by designing tourism VR programs for potential tourists to help them experience and choose appropriate destinations before actual visitation.

Limitations and Future Study Directions

Although the results of the current research provide pertinent theoretical as well as practical contributions to the field, this research has limitations that suggest future study directions.
Because the current research model tested VR tourists in Korea, future studies may need to apply this model to other cultures or countries to make it generalizable or to determine whether any cultural difference exists. Future researchers could also examine the differences and similarities between people who visited the destination depicted in VR content and those who did not visit the destination shown in VR tourism by applying multi-group analysis to better investigate variances in behavioral gaps between the two consumer groups. In addition, future studies might examine visitors’ personality (e.g., Big Five personality traits, attachment styles) as control variables. This could provide a useful extension to examine potential tourists’ behaviors depending on individuals’ traits. Furthermore, future studies can employ this theoretical research model to examine consumers’ behaviors using augmented reality (AR) in comparison to consumers using VR so that tourism-related businesses are able to take advantage of both AR and VR technologies. The attitude-behavior relation theory has been well documented in the literature (Ajzen and Fishbein 1977; Glasman and Albarracín 2006), and future studies on VR tourism could apply attitude-behavior-context theory to better understand consumers’ experiences and behavior in the VR tourism context.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>ρ_A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authentic experience</td>
<td>1. Using the tourism-related VR activity provided me with authentic experiences.</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>41.342</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Using the tourism-related VR activity provided me with genuine experiences.</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>52.758</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Using the tourism-related VR activity provided me with exceptional experiences.</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>61.846</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Using the tourism-related VR activity provided me with unique experiences.</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>48.231</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive response</td>
<td>1. I gain knowledge from using the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>66.076</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Using the tourism-related VR activity is useful to collect information.</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>64.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Using the tourism-related VR activity is beneficial.</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>42.146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Using the tourism-related VR activity allows me to form friendships with other users.</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>23.358</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>1. Using the tourism-related VR activity is enjoyable for me.</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>80.755</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Using the tourism-related VR activity is pleasurable for me.</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>136.466</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Using the tourism-related VR activity is fun for me.</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>69.773</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Using the tourism-related VR activity keeps me happy.</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>59.160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional involvement</td>
<td>1. I am completely involved in the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>55.712</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. I am deeply impressed by the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>95.851</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. I feel total empathy with the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>94.787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow state</td>
<td>1. When I am using the tourism-related VR activity, I feel totally captivated.</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>55.001</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. When I am using the tourism-related VR activity, time seems to pass very quickly.</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>65.780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. When I am using the tourism-related VR activity, I forget all concerns.</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>54.257</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Using the tourism-related VR activity often makes me forget where I am.*</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attachment</td>
<td>1. I am closely related to the content when using the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>62.712</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Using the tourism-related VR activity is part of my life.</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>82.903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. I am attached to using the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>118.795</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Using the tourism-related VR activity is important to me.</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>105.897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit intention</td>
<td>1. I am planning to visit the place that I observed in the tourism-related VR activity.</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>80.436</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. I intend to visit the place that I saw in the tourism-related VR activity in near future.</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>103.127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. I am willing to visit the place that I saw in the tourism-related VR activity soon.</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>99.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. I intend to invest money and time to visit the place that I observed in the VR tourism.</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>122.553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *items were deleted according to confirmatory factor analysis; FL = factor loadings; AVE = average variance extracted; CR = composite reliability; α = Cronbach’s alpha; ρ_A = reliability coefficient (cutoff > 0.7).
### Table 2. Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio of Correlations (HTMT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Authentic experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Cognitive response</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Enjoyment</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Emotional involvement</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Flow state</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Attachment</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Visit intention</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect size ($f^2$)</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>4.431</td>
<td>2.891</td>
<td>1.884</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect size ($q^2$)</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean*</td>
<td>4.536</td>
<td>4.586</td>
<td>4.991</td>
<td>4.387</td>
<td>4.591</td>
<td>3.835</td>
<td>4.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>1.122</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>1.255</td>
<td>1.291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: *7-point Likert scale.*
Table 3. Mediating Effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Direct Effect</th>
<th>Indirect Effect (Mediation)</th>
<th>Total Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authentic experience → Cognitive response</td>
<td>0.524***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.524***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic experience → Affective response</td>
<td>0.521***</td>
<td>0.166***</td>
<td>0.687***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic experience → Attachment to VR</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.470***</td>
<td>0.470***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic experience → Visit intention</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.409***</td>
<td>0.409***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive response → Affective response</td>
<td>0.316***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.316***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive response → Attachment to VR</td>
<td>0.387***</td>
<td>0.123***</td>
<td>0.510***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive response → Visit intention</td>
<td>0.308***</td>
<td>0.201***</td>
<td>0.509***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective response → Attachment to VR</td>
<td>0.389***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.389***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective response → Visit intention</td>
<td>0.159*</td>
<td>0.115***</td>
<td>0.274***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attachment to VR → Visit intention</td>
<td>0.295***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.295***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p<0.001; *p<0.05.
Figure 1. Conceptual framework of S-O-R theory.
Figure 2. Proposed research model.
Figure 3. Results of path analysis.

Note: ***p<0.001; *p<0.05. The figures in parentheses are t-value.
Note: ***p<0.001; *p<0.05. The figures in parentheses are t-values. Italic figures are insignificant.

**Figure 4.** Estimation of the research model considering control variables.